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Abstract:
We present a new pivot-based algorithm which can be used with minor modification for the enumeration of the facets of the convex hull of a set of points, or for the enumeration of the vertices of an arrartgement or of a convex polyhedron, in arbitrary dimension. The algorithm has the following properties:
(a) No additional storage is required beyond the input dam, (b) The output list produced is frw of duplicates; (c) The algorithm is extremely simple, requires no data structures, and handles all degenerate cases; (d) The running time is output sensitive for nondegenerate inputs; (e) The algorithm is easy to efficiently paraIIeIize. In this paper we give an algorithm, which with PermMon to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted prowded that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the given by Edelsbrunner and Guibas[8] . Houle etal.[11] give several applications in data approximation where it is required to enumerate all vertices of an arrangement.
Dictionaries
Let A be a m xn matrix, with columns indexed by the set E = {1,2, .... n ). which AB is nonsingular. We will only be concerned with systems (2. 1) that have at least one basis, and will assume this for the rest of the paper. Given any basis B, we can transform (2.1) into the dictionary: The vertex enumeration problem for P is to enumerate all of its vertices. In fact to find even a single vertex of P is computationally equivalent to linear programming.
As we wish to separate this from the enumeration problem, we will assume we are given an initial vertex. We show how to construct an optimal dictionary for P with m = no+l and n = no+d+2. It can be shown that each primal feasible dictionary has a basic solution which gives a vertex y of P.
Let Q = {ql, .... %.) denote a set of no points in Rd. A facet of the convex hull of Q is a hyperplarte containing d aftinely independent points of Q.
There is no loss of generality in assuming that the origin is contained in the convex hull of Q. By employing a standard duality between points and hyperplanes, we may transform the facet enumeration problem for Q into a vertex enumeration problem for a convex polyhedron.
Enumeration of Dictionaries
Suppose we are given a system of equations of the form (2.1), for some m xn matrix A. The linear programming problem (LP ) for (2.1) is to maximize Xf over (2.1) subject to the additional constraint that each variable except Xf and xg is nonnegative. Each optimal dictionary is a solution to LP.
To begin with, we will assume that there is a unique until an optimal dictionary is found. We consider two rules for choosing a pivot, The first rule, known as Bland's rule starts with primal feasible basis B.
Bland's Rule.
(1) Let s be the smallest index such that x. is dual infeasible, that is, Zf= >0.
(2) Set k = rein{-~:iEB-f, zN <0). r.-etr be Is the smallest index obtaining this minimum.
The pivot (r, s) maintains the primal feasibility of the dictionary.
The second rule, known as the criss-cross rule, starts with any basis.
Criss-Cross Rule
(1) Let i #f, g be the smallest index such that xi is (primal or dual)infeasible.
(2) If i~B, let r=i and let s be the minimum index such that Z,. >0, otherwise lets =i and let r b the minimum index such that Z,. <0.
The criss-cross pivot (r, s) interchanges x, and x., and may not preserve either primal or dual feasibility.
In both cases, if step (1) does not apply then the dictionary is optimal.
The validity of these rules is given by the fol- spanning tree in the graph described after Proposition 3.1, we obtain a spanning forest. Each of the two pivot algorithms terminates when any optimal solution is found. Therefore, procedure search must be applied to each optimal dictionary. Fortunately, from any optimal dictionary we can generate all optimal dictionaries by a procedure very similar to search. We construct a non-degenerate optimum dictionary by adding an extra column, and use the dual form of Bland's rule to maintain dual feasibility while constructing all optimal dictionaries to the original problem. Details are given in the full paper [l] .
Complexity
In this section we discuss the complexity of the dictionary enumeration algorithm, and apply the results to the geometric applications described in Seetion 2. Suppose we have a system (2.1) for some m xn We may compute these signs consecutively and stop the first time an "incorrect" sign is encountered. Amortizing this cost over the complete enumeration of an arrangement, it is possible that just a constant amount of work has to be done on the average to determine that a potential reverse pivot is invalid. 
